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Press Release
J&J Carter are pleased to announce a strategic alliance with Darcy Spillcare Manufacture

J&J Carter, founded in 1988 are industry experts
in the design, manufacture and installation of an
array of fabric structures including marquees,
sports halls, industrial structures and tensile
fabric canopies. Drawing on this extensive
experience, J&J Carter have developed their
Environmental Division by finding ecological
solutions to environmental problems.
The Eco-Dam is a temporary, re-usable, recyclable Flood Protection Barrier manufactured from high
tensile PVC coated Polyester. As well as standard sizes J&J Carter also custom make the Eco-Dam
for more technically challenging applications. As such it can be used to protect homes, as a
temporary cofferdam on construction sites or during the re-construction of Water Ways and
Rivers. When filled with water (this can be flood water) the Eco-Dam's specially patented design
prevents rolling. The overlapping modular design also enables extended protection and can be
arranged to form various shapes, thus affording protection to large areas. Therefore, the Eco-Dam is
an effective alternative to more traditional methods of flood defense such as sand bags
The Eco-Dam has already been recognised for its quality and efficiency. At the North Hampshire
Inspire Business Awards 2013 J&J Carter received the Innovation Excellence Award and were
finalists for the Innovation and Technology Award at the Test Valley Business Awards 2014.
Having considered potential partners, J&J Carter are please to announce a strategic alliance with
Darcy Spillcare Manufacture for the marketing and distribution of Eco-Dam. Darcy, established in
1935, are at the forefront of environmental protection. They specialise in the manufacture of
solutions to assist sites in achieving environmental and ISO compliance. As a full service contract
provider, they are committed to the continual advancement in health, safety and the environment.
Eco-Dam will be featured in Darcy’s new catalogue; the Trident
Industrial Marine Catalogue. It will also be appearing at Darcy’s
trade stand (Q25) at the Seawork International Exhibition from the
10th to the 12th June 2014. Seawork is the largest and fastest
growing commercial marine and workboat event in Europe. It
attracts over 7000 visitors a year from all around the world.
Representatives from both Darcy and J&J Carter will be attending
this free exhibition. J&J Carter would like to invite you to attend
this event and see a demonstration of Eco-Dam.
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